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With the utmost respect to everyone involved in this senate enquiry and in what we might call the 
offset industry, we at Bimblebox, after much discussion say -  ‘offsets are a non-sense’ 

The only way we imagine it is humanly possible to even entertain what seems such an illogical and 
devious concept when dealing with ecology, is from a distance; as a clinician.  

Whereas standing on site it appears no more possible to replicate or replace, trade or offset, this 
property with another, than it is to do so with the people who are here to manage the land.  

What you don’t see in landsat imagery, when all those extensive areas are cleared, burnt and re-
sown to exotics, is that the wild life there does not – all - just drop dead. The survivors  seek refuge, 
and on these adjacent conservation areas a dramatic readjustment ensues and after a tumultuous 
shake down in the number of species and population densities;  as food sources, territorial 
ranges  and suitable reproduction sites are re-distributed, an equilibrium of sorts  is once again re-
established. That is where we are now.  

The early explorers and settlers journals graphically depict this country teeming with wildlife. 
Brolgas danced in choreographed troupes, trumpeting to the sky in gay abandon, water birds rose 
in a cloud,  migrating ibis streamed across the afternoon sky and swarms of  flying foxes blanketed 
the evening, gold-topped grasses brushed your stirrups, streams ran clear and continuous, with 
water rat and platypus, you could be lost in scrubs for weeks, you never saw  the ground for cover, 
wet season soils were so very soft, man and beast floundered without foothold for miles,  and 
indigenous people's burning  practices suppressed wild fires and enhanced their bio-diverse 
permacultured landscapes. 
 

But the 2011 Waratah Coal terrestrial ecology surveys, taken in the best possible seasonal 
conditions, highlighting the contrast between the nature refuge and grazing lands, goes someway 
to also portraying the shift from that pre-development stage to the radically different situation we 
face today. 
 
What the surveys don’t itinerate, are the odd bods; the elusive, ephemeral, vulnerable, and 
transient, who are, none the less, or perhaps all the more, worthy for so being: the bandicoot, 
squirrel glider, black stripe wallaby, squatter pigeon, curlew, crested bell-bird, I could go on, the list 
is long but spare; their ultimate fate, taken to its logical conclusion, is ours too.  

They are dependant now on us and what you can’t escape, and had you lived here through all the 
infamous land clearing years, you too would realise, quite clearly – we are the offset. What lives 
here now, ourselves included, have nowhere else to go.  

Waratah coal observations are but snap shots in time, not changes over time, and in 
outback Australia on any one day you only see half of what is there. To see it all, you must live long 
or train the mind’s eye to see the other, invisible half; in, on and above the ground. Those that lay 
in waiting, for their turn, for the season to change, for their day in the sun and sure enough, in their 



own good time and way, like old and trusted friends they come pay you a visit,  just when you’d 
forgotten – you live in the timeless land.   

No two raindrops or body cells are the same, let alone the incalculable number of complex 
organisms interrelating within an ecosystem, or two or the six, that are on Bimblebox. And there is 
only one Bimblebox, in this world, and if there is only one Earth surely it is obvious that all we are 
offsetting is the date. That awful day when our descendants look disbelieving at one another ‘what 
were they thinking’? 

 
What you can't escape now is, as well as being a virtual fantasy post card for publicity purposes, 
Bimblebox is in reality, a vital refuge for nature, and while relatively healthy, is locked within an 
ecological desert. Presently providing habitat and nutrition for innumerable individuals of multiple 
species, half of which according to the EIS studies, are absent from surrounding properties. 
 
Unless we settle down in the library to read those incredulous first recorded descriptions of this 
country a century past, today most people are either oblivious, disbelieving or unconcerned by 
what has been lost.  
 
Our experience here tells us, a further half of what we see and enjoy today is set to be lost to the 
vagaries of memory before the next one is done. And development is rushing on, none the wiser, 
and if there's no tangible link with the past; no viable, living example of what once was, we have no 
reference point to gauge the changes.  
 
And it does seem that Bimblebox (unlike the futile fence line fragments on other properties) is of 
sufficient size to serve this purpose if we can manage to simulate the pre-existing conditions that 
kept the whole landscape healthy and bountiful in the past. 
 
Taken seriously, maintaining a nature refuge has proven to be an undervalued and demanding, 
daunting yet most personally gratifying job. For there it is - your reward - before your eyes - the 
prettiest little native flower in the world and the chance to save it from aggressive introduced 
pasture grasses. 
 
But the weeding is never ending, there is never any arrival point, it’s ongoing. 
 Eradicating, or at least controlling, exotic plants and animals, managing domestic stock and fire 
regimes - to enhance, not destroy diversity and fertility. Preventing further needless reprehensible 
erosion.  Protecting the ever so critical wet lands, locally we call them sinks or soaks.  And all the 
while dealing with our extreme weather patterns, exacerbated now by a shifting climate.   
 
All indispensable pieces of the big picture, a huge agenda with so many issues that we need to boil 
back down to the appropriate action to take, in this one backyard for which we are 100% 
responsible and answerable to both levels of government that gave us the mandate to protect 
Bimblebox.  
 
Progress is entirely contingent upon the number and caliber of dedicated persons on the ground. At 
present we are too few and we try our hardest to make appreciable difference. 
Done well, ecological restoration, by its very nature, is inconspicuous and incremental. By been on 
the property every day, you're nipping potential problems in the bud. We allow time to heal the 



persistent ones and make space available for the ephemeral, most valuable species to return by 
simulating the conditions necessary to retain them.  
It takes patience and dedication. Not work you can admire at the end of the day with a satisfied 
smile, like a new fence or road or building. And as such it doesn't register in the public 
consciousness for decades until the sum of the parts eventually manifests the whole. At which 
point we are vindicated but the present day mining barons are in no mind or mood to wait for the 
restoration to complete. It would be up to us to implement what’s best for Bimblebox, and that's 
not happening at present. 
 
 
Should it ever be ‘ in the national interest’ to mine the coal from under Bimblebox so as to provide 
increased affluence here and electricity elsewhere, then please call it for what it is; a sacrifice area 
and not add insult to injury to all those displaced in that decision, by proclaiming a substitute 
elsewhere.  Go ahead, secure conservation tenure on Boongandoo Station anyway. I hope it’s more 
secure than ours. That is another story, another place, no doubt more than worthy in itself but not 
as any relevance to this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


